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The Radical Edits of Alexandra Bell

“If I felt like the revolution 
was me scratching out 
articles and putting up 
posters, I’d have been done 
it,” she says. “I’m interested 
in the conversation.”

- Alexandra Bell 





This is my work 
inspired by 
Alexandra Bell. 
This has to do 
with Cuban 
propaganda and 
the media in the 
country I grew up 
in. 



When A Budget Motel Is 'Home,' There's 
Little Room For Childhood

I grew up next to a motel full of 
children that were displaced 
and living in situations like this 
and I didn’t think about it too 
much until it was reintroduced 
to me. It brought a sense of 
nostalgia and anger. 



Feeding the Street: The Untold Story of 
Women Vendors in New York

I feel helpless when I see 
these women. I see my 
mon and my 
grandmother searching 
for a way to sustain our 
family. 



Monuments

Ultimately, I could’ve found a 
monument about any topic. 
But somehow one about 
immigrants stumbled into 
my hands. I work the hardest 
and speak the most when 
I’m most passionate. And I 
find that to be when it is 
related to my people. 



Takeaway

■ Choose words wisely and understand the power of time and language 

■ We began with defining identity and home and that opened a door to self-reflection 
and finding what I am truly passionate about 

■ I care about finding out more about myself. We seek to find out so much about the 
world but there is so much to discover within ourselves still

■ Ultimately, I thought I didn’t like politics yet I have found myself being constantly 
attracted to and passionate about the treatment of minorities 

■ Time has elapsed and changed with the ease of media, but reflecting will always be 
the most powerful tool to keep us grounded. 


